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Process advantages
and benefits of
burnishing

There are four primary
benefits of the roller burnishing
process:

1 Improved surface finish –
as fine as 2 to 4 microinch
(Ra)

2 Improved size control –
tolerances within .0005 inch
(.01mm) or better

3 Increased surface hardness
– up to 5 to 10% or more

4 Improved fatigue life – as
much as 300% or better

Other benefits include:

■ Reduced friction
■ Reduced noise level
■ Enhanced corrosion

resistance
■ Elimination of tool marks

and minor surface
imperfections

■ Replaces expensive
secondary operations, such
as grinding, honing, or
lapping

■ Cleaner than honing or
other abrasive operations

■ Faster production, at a
lower cost, as compared to
other finishing processes –
parts are sized, finished,
and work-hardened... in
seconds!

Roller burnishing is a surface finishing
technique in which hardened, highly
polished steel rollers are brought into
pressure contact with a softer piece
part. As the pressure generated through the rollers

exceeds the yield point of the piece-part material, the

surface is plastically deformed by cold flowing of sub-

surface material.The result is a mirror-like finish and a

tough, work-hardened surface with load-carrying

characteristics which make the burnished surface

superior to finishes obtained by abrasive metal-removal

methods.

A roller burnished surface is smoother and more

wear-resistant than an abraded surface of the same

profilometer reading. Profilometers measure roughness

height.Abrasive finishing processes remove metal by

cutting or tearing it away, and while this usually lowers

the roughness profile, it leaves sharp projections in the

contact plane of the machined surface.

Roller burnishing displaces metal, rather than

removing it. Material in microscopic “peaks” on the

machined surface is caused to cold flow into the

“valleys,” creating a plateau-like profile in which

sharpness is reduced or eliminated in the contact plane.

A burnished surface is therefore smoother than an

abraded surface with the same roughness height

measurement.The burnished surface will last longer

under working conditions in contact with a mating

part.
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Bearingizing tools

Selection & ordering information
To select a tool for the part and

material to be Bearingized, determine
the proper tool build-up. The 
build-up is the effective tool diameter
required to produce a certain size in
a given material. It is measured with
the rolls diametrically opposed on
the high surfaces of the cam.

The build-up is equal to the
maximum finished hole diameter
plus a spring-back allowance — see
chart.The maximum diameter (high
side of tolerance) is used to allow for
tool wear and still maintain part size
within tolerance limits.

Standard tool sizes
Tools are stocked in diameters of

.187 inch (4.7625mm) through 2.000
inch (50.80mm). Each tool provides a
build-up range of .004 inch
(.1016mm).The required build-up
must be within the range of the tool
size shown — otherwise select non-
stocked tool. See ordering
information at right.

E X A M P L E

Stainless Steel part
.5010/5008 inch 
(12.725/12.720mm) tolerance .5010

Add Stainless Steel spring-
back allowance +.0010
Build-up .5020

Since a .5020 inch (12.75mm) 
build-up falls within a range of .4990-
.5030 inch (12.67-12.78mm), order a
standard .500 inch (12.7mm)
through-hole Bearingizing tool and
rolls . . . or order through-hole
Bearingizing tool with .5020 inch
(12.75mm) build-up — Cogsdill will
furnish proper tool and rolls.

Roll Sizes
To determine the roll size for a
standard tool, subtract the cam
diameter from the build-up and
divide by two (2).This establishes the
single roll diameter.

E X A M P L E
Build-up required 
for part .5020 inch (12.75mm)
Subtract cam 
diameter of .500 inch 
(12.75mm) tool  –.3450 inch (8.76mm)

.1570 inch (3.99mm)

Divided by 2   .1570 inch ÷2 =.0785 inch (1.99mm)

Single roll size .0785 inch (1.99mm)

Order .500 inch (12.77mm)
Bearingizing tool with 
.0785 inch (1.99mm) rolls.

Note: Above are recommended starting
points only. Final build-up can best be
determined by actual trial and several
extra sets of rolls in increments of
.0001 inch (.0025mm) are
recommended.

Ordering stocked
tools

1Specify tool size and roll diameter,
or specify hole size and material.

2 Specify tool style:through-hole,
semi-blind or blind-hole tool.

Through-hole tools use chamfered
rolls; semi-blind or blind-hole tools
use radius rolls. Blind-hole tools have
a special roll retainer which permits
finishing within .025 inch (.635mm)
of the bottom.

3 Extra sets of rolls in increments   
of .0001 inch (.002mm) are

recommended with initial orders to
allow for final size adjustment and
compensate for eventual tool wear.

Ordering non-stocked
tools
Intermediate sizes
Sizes that do not fall within the

range of stocked tools are ordered by
build-up only. Cogsdill will design
tool and specify roll size.

Tools over 1.250 inch (31.75mm)
in diameter
Order by build-up diameter. Cogsdill
will design tool and specify roll size.
We suggest that part print be
furnished with inquiry.This will
enable Cogsdill engineers to quote
on any special features that may be
desirable, such as extended front
pilot, etc.

Re-ordering tools and
parts
Re-order stocked tools and parts by
fractional tool size shown on shank –
except roll sizes, which should be
determined by the required build-up.
Re-order non-stocked tools and parts,
including rolls by BT number shown
on shank. If cams are worn, larger
rolls may be required (available in
increments of .0001 inch (.0025mm).
Cogsdill will also re-grind cams and
supply rolls to maintain original
build-up.

T O O L S T Y L E S

IN. mm IN. mm
Stainless .0008 .0203 .001 .0254
Steel .0008 .0203 .001 .0254
Cast Iron .0005 .0127 .0008 .0203
Sintered Iron .0005 .0127 .0008 .0203
Aluminum .0002 .0050 .0004 .0102
Brass .0005 .0127 .0008 .0203
Sintered Bronze .0001 .0025 .0002 .0051
Oilite .0001 .0025 .0002 .0051

Spring-Back
Allowances

.188 to .500
(4.76 to 12.7 mm)

.500 & up
(12.7 mm & up)

Through-hole

Semi blind-hole

Blind-hole

Build up
diameter

Cam
diameter



.188 4.762 8200 .750 19.050 2000 1.750 44.45 875 2.750 69.85 555

.250 6.350 6100 .875 22.225 1800 1.875 47.62 815 2.875 73.02 530

.312 7.937 4900 1.000 25.40 1500 2.000 50.80 765 3.000 76.20 510

.375 9.525 4100 1.125 28.57 1350 2.125 53.97 720 3.500 88.90 435

.437 11.112 3500 1.250 31.75 1200 2.250 57.15 680 4.000     101.60 380

.500 12.700 3100 1.375 34.92 1100 2.375 60.32 645 4.500      114.30 340

.562 14.287 2700 1.500 38.10 1000 2.500 63.50 610 5.000     127.00 305

.625 15.875 2400 1.625 41.27 950 2.625 66.67 580 5.500 139.70 280

HOLE DIAMETER
RPM

INCHES       MM
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Bearingizing tools

Operation & maintenance

Machines
Any machine capable of rotating

the tool — e.g. drill press, speed
lathe, or turret lathe — may be used.

Material
Any ductile or malleable material

— powdered, laminated, cast, forged,
extruded, sintered or hardened
(maximum Rc 38) can be
bearingized. Steel, stainless, alloy, cast
iron, aluminum, copper and brass are
examples.

Procedure
Proper part preparation is essential

in order to obtain precise results.
Cogsdill will recommend the surface
preparation and amount of stock to
leave for Bearingizing, but some trials
may be required to determine these
factors for optimum results.

Since the change in dimension is
partly governed by the character of
the prepared surface, usually coarser
preparation will permit a greater
change in dimension than is possible
with finer preparation.The consistent
pattern obtained from boring will
produce the best finish.

The other major factor in
dimensional change is the ability of 

the material to grain-flow without
flaking.The total change may vary
from .0001 inch (.0025mm) on
harder materials to as much as .003
inch (.0762mm) on sintered self-
lubricating bushings. Less than .001
inch (.0254mm) stock for
Bearingizing generally provides a
good starting point for trials.

Tool diameter
changes

Bearingizing rolls are
manufactured in increments of .0001
inch (.0025mm). Bearingizing Tools
are adjustable by roll change only.
One set of rolls can be removed and
a new set of a different size installed,
thus effectively changing the size of
the tool — or compensating for tool
wear.The working diameter of any
tool can be changed over an
approximate .004 inch (.1016mm)
range by installing different sets of
rolls.The rolls are diametrically
opposed and available in .0001 inch
(.0025mm) increments, therefore the
effective tool diameter can be
changed in .0002 inch (.0051mm)
increments. (Refer to preceding page
“Ordering Stocked Tools.”)

Lubrication
For most metals use any standard

grade of lightweight, low viscosity
lubricating oil, or any mineral,
sulphur or soluble oil that is
compatible with the alloy or metal to
be burnished and is recommended
for fine surface finishing.

For aluminum or magnesium
alloys, use a highly refined oil-based
coolant with low viscosity.

For cast iron a mineral seal or
water soluble solution is ideal —
flooding the part is recommended.

Cleaning
The Bearingizing tool should be

cleaned periodically with a light-
bodied oil of about 100 Saybolt
universal scale, similar to a light
spindle oil.A few drops applied with
squirt can or brush to the rolls and
cage (with cage stopped) will wash
metal dust particles out when tool is
operated, keeping the cam surfaces
and roll pockets clean.

HOLE DIAMETER
RPM

INCHES       MM

Speed and feed recommendations
HOLE DIAMETER

RPM
INCHES       MM

HOLE DIAMETER
RPM

INCHES       MM

FEED–Feed Rate in and out should be quite rapid, 150-250 inches per minute (3.81M–6.35M), rather than slow.
The speeds and feeds recommended are for best tool life.

The same results can be achieved at slower rate, but with some sacrifice of tool life.



Note
The following instructions are

intended for use with standard
Cogsdill Roll-a-Finish tools. If your
tool is a special design, please refer
to your tool drawing for special
operating parameters.

Machines
Cogsdill Roll-a-Finish tools are

extremely versatile.The tool can be
used on any type of shop machinery,
including lathes, drill presses,
machining centers, or any rotating
spindle. Standard tools are designed
for right-hand rotation, with either
tool or part rotating.

Material
Almost any metal, particularly any

ductile or malleable metal, such as
steel, stainless, alloy, cast iron,
aluminum, copper, brass, bronze, etc.,
may be successfully roller burnished.
Hardness should normally be less
than 40 on the Rockwell “C” scale. (If
hardness exceeds Rc 40 consult
Cogsdill’s Engineering Department.)

Part preparation
Proper part preparation is essential

to obtain optimum results from roller
burnishing. Due to the fact that no
metal is removed in the process,
finish depends upon the existence of
a uniform and tearfree surface which
will be caused to flow under the
pressure exerted through the rolls.
An 80-120 microinch surface (2 - 3
micrometers), which is typical of
boring or turning, is considered an
ideal surface for roller burnishing.
This relatively rough prefinish allows
the Roll-a-Finish tool to displace a
greater amount of material on the
surface of the workpiece. It also
allows the prefinish tolerance to be
much greater than with a smoother
prefinish.A smoother prefinish
reduces the roller burnishing effect,
which means the prefinished size
must be much closer to the
acceptable tolerance.The ideal
prefinished prior to roller burnishing
is related to such variables as
material, hardness, and tolerance
requirements. Final part requirements
of size, finish, and hardness will
dictate preparation requirements, and
some trial runs may be necessary in
order to determine the ideal
prefinish.

Final size of a workpiece depends
upon its initial dimension and surface
preparation.A very smooth prefinish
cannot be reduced in size as much as
a rougher prefinish. Successful results
from roller burnishing depend upon
the prefinish operation and will vary
as shown in the Stock Displacement
chart on page 31.The displacement
column in the chart shows how
much change in size may be
expected for each starting or
prefinished condition.

If sizing, finishing, and work
hardening are to be optimized for a
particular application, initial part
preparation is critical and fine tool
adjustment is necessary.

Roller  burnishing

Part preparation & operating 
parameters for roller burnishing
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Tool 
adjustment
procedure

Cogsdill Tool Products
manufactures a variety of
standard Roll-a-Finish Tools.
Although the detail numbers and
nomenclature for the adjustment
components differ somewhat for
the various tool series, the
adjustment procedure for all 
Roll-a-Finish tools is basically the
same.

Roller  burnishing

Part preparation & operating 
parameters for roller burnishing

tool adjustment procedure

Spring-loaded non-rotating
adjusting collar (pull back to
disengage from bearing collar)

Bearing collar (rotate to
adjust larger or smaller
in .0001 inch increments)

For all SR, R, U, and AEX-1 tools,
a rear castellated adjusting collar
interlocks with a threaded and
castellated bearing collar to keep
the tool in adjustment. In order to
adjust the tool, retract the spring-
loaded adjusting collar and rotate
the threaded bearing collar. This
will alter the position of the
tapered mandrel or race in
relation to the tapered rolls,
thereby changing the effective tool

diameter within the specified
diameter range. AEX-2 and AEX-3
tools have a locking ring instead
of a castellated adjusting collar;
tool adjustment requires the use
of an Allen wrench. SR, R and
AEX series tools adjust in
increments of .0001 inch
(.002mm). U series tools adjust in
increments of .0002 inch
(.005mm.)



Follow these steps when
adjusting a Roll-a-Finish® tool:

1 The first step is to rotate the
adjustment collar assembly in a
plus or minus direction as
marked on the tool until the
workpiece will just slip over the
rolls.This procedure is similar to
plug or ring gaging a part.This
will set tool working diameter
the same as prepared part
diameter.

2 Retract the tool from the part
and increase tool working
diameter by approximately .0005
to .001 inch (.01 to .02mm) over
the prepared part diameter. On
SR, R, and AEX tools, a one-notch
change equals .0001 inch
(.002mm) diameter change. On U
series tools, which are tools over
2.500 inches (63.5mm) in
diameter, calibrations are in
.0002 inch (.005mm)
increments.

3 Now, run the first part and check
for finish. Readjust tool diameter
as necessary to obtain desired
surface finish. Several trial runs
may be necessary; however, once
properly adjusted, only one pass
of the tool is required for roller
burnishing.

4 Measure finished parts for size.
The difference between the
prefinished and roller burnished
sizes represents actual stock
displacement. If necessary,
modify the prefinished size to
allow for more or less stock
displacement.

5 If the prefinished size is changed,
the burnishing tool must be
adjusted by the same amount as
the cutting tool to produce the
desired finish.

Roller  burnishing

Part preparation & operating 
parameters for roller burnishing
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Tool operation
Standard Roll-a-Finish tools are

designed for right-hand rotation.
SRH, R, and U tools have cages

with roll pockets that are positioned
at a slight helix angle so that the tool
is self-feeding. SR,AEX, and all
bottoming-style tools (SRB, RB, UB,

and AEXB) do not feature the helix

angle on the roll pockets; these tools
require machine-feeding.

When the Roll-a-Finish tool
reaches the end of the desired roller
burnishing length, pull the tool from
the bore.This reverse action causes
the rolls to collapse slightly in the
cage to make withdrawal easy.

Pr efinish sur face

PREFINISH OPERATION

Hone 10-20 .25-.50
Grind 20-40 .50-1.00
Ream 40-60 1.00-1.50
Bore,Turn (Medium) 80-100 2.00-3.00
Bore,Turn (Rough) 150-200 3.75-5.00

Expected displacement by bur nishing

PREFINISH OPERATION Inches Millimeters

Hone .0001-.0002 .002-.005
Grind .0002-.0004 .005-.010
Ream .0004-.0006 .010-.015
Bore,Turn (Medium) .0008-.0012 .020-.030
Bore,Turn (Rough) .0015-.0020 .038-.050

Surface finishes of 10 microinches (.25micrometers) Ra and below are obtainable
provided that the prepared surface is uniform and tearfree.

Stock displacement
Approximate prefinishes resulting from common machining operations

and the probable displacements produced by the roller burnishing process
are listed below:

MicrometersMicroinches



Coolant
For most metals use any standard

grade, light-weight, low-viscosity
lubricating oil, or any mineral,
sulphur, or soluble oil compatible
with the metal or alloy to be
burnished and recommended for fine
surface finishing.

For aluminum or magnesium alloys
use a highly refined oil-based coolant
with low viscosity.

For cast iron a mineral seal oil is
ideal. Flooding the part is
recommended.

Filtration of the coolant is highly
recommended to remove metal
particles and grit.

Maintenance & repair
The Roll-a-Finish tool requires only

routine maintenance. For long tool
life and optimum performance, tool
should be kept free of grit and other
foreign matter. Rolls, cage, and
mandrel should be examined at
regular intervals and replaced when
the desired size and finish are no
longer obtainable. It is always
advisable to replace a complete set
of rolls, as there will be some
sacrifice of tolerance and finish
quality if new and used rolls are
mixed.

Tools may be returned to Cogsdill
for inspection and reconditioning to
return them to original operating
performance. Contact Cogsdill’s
Returns Department for a Return
Material Authorization Number to
assist us in processing your repair
order.We will advise price and
delivery before proceeding with the
repair.

Interchangeability
Mandrel and race assemblies are

interchangeable with tool adjustment
assemblies within specified ranges.
For example, the “R”-style tools from
.500 to 1.000 inch (12.7 to 25.4mm)
have a common adjustment assembly.

All standard Roll-a-Finish tools .500
inch and above can be changed from
through-hole to bottoming by
changing cage and rolls.

Roller  burnishing

Part preparation & operating 
parameters for roller burnishing

Through-
Hole

(No Helix)

Through-
Hole

(Helix)

Bottoming*
(No Helix)

*Mandrel may
be cut off if it
does not allow
full bottoming.

.187 4.76 1500-4300 .010-.012 .2540-.3048

.250 6.35 1500-4300 .010-.012 .2540-.3048

.312 7.94 1300-3700 .012-.014 .3048-.3556

.375 9.52 1020-3100 .016-.020 .4064-.5080

.437 11.11 875-2600 .018-.023 .4572-.5842

.500 12.70 765-2300 .018-.023 .4572-.5842

.562 14.28 675-2000 .018-.023 .4572-5842

.625 15.87 610-1800 .030-.036 .7620-.9144

.750 19.05 505-1500 .030-.036 .7620-.9144

.875 22.22 335-1300 .034-.039 .8636-.9906

1.000 25.40 380-1100 .048-.052 1.219-1.321

1.125 28.57 340-1000 .051-.056 1.295-1.422

1.250 31.75 305-900 .064-.069 1.625-1.752

1.375 34.92 275-825 .077-.082 1.956-2.083

1.500 38.10 255-750 .090-.095 2.286-2.413

1.625 41.27 235-700 .084-.088 2.133-2.235

1.750 44.45 215-650 .097-.101 2.464-2.565

1.875 47.62 205-610 .110-.114 2.794-2.895

2.000 50.80 190-575 .123-.127 3.124-3.226

2.125 53.97 180-540 .136-.141 3.454-3.581

2.250 57.15 170-510 .149-.154 3.785-3.912

2.375 60.32 160-485 .162-.167 4.115-4.242

2.500 63.50 150-460 .175-.180 4.445-4.572

2.625 66.67 145-435 .088-.090 2.235-2.286

2.750 69.85 140-415 .095-.097 2.413-2.464

2.875 73.02 130-400 .101-.102 2.565-2.591

3.000 76.20 125-380 .101-.103 2.565-2.616

3.500 88.90 110-325 .128-.130 3.251-3.302

4.000 101.60 95-285 .154-.156 3.912-3.962

DIAMETER
RPM

INCHES       MM

Speed and feed recommendations for internal Roll-a-Finish
tools with self-feeding cages (1)

FEED PER REVOLUTION

INCHES MM

(1) When the self-
feeding tool is
used with power
feed, the feed
rate MUST
exceed the
maximum feed
rate (shown at
left) for a given
size. This
prevents the
rolls from
collapsing in the
cage and
eliminating the
burnishing
action.

(2) Feed rate for
external tools is
2.5 times the
feed rate shown
at left.

POWER FEEDING
CAGES: The feed
rate for “SR” and
bottoming-style “B”
tools with power-
feeding cages must
be from .010 IPR
(.25mm/rev.) 
up to the maximum
rate (shown at left)
for the self-feeding
tools for the same
diameter.
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Roller  burnishing

Part preparation & operating 
parameters for roller burnishing

Effects of
poorly

machined
surfaces

on burnishing

T R O U B L E - S H O O T I N G  G U I D E
PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSE SOLUTION

1. FINISH

A. Scratches Foreign material Clean filter coolant. 
Worn rolls. Inspect – Replace if  

discolored or marred.

B. Flaking. Too much interference. Adjust for less interference
Too much friction. More lubricity in coolant.

C. Spiral marks. Premachining too Sharper radius cutting tool,
Residual tool smooth, or not uniform. replace or sharpen.
marks. Increase feed of cutting tool.

Not enough burnishing. Increase tool diameter,
pressure support part wall if thin, 
or consider Bearingizing.

Roll stuck, or foreign Inspect and clean cage,
matter stuck in pocket. replace if necessary.

Roll paths not Decrease feed rate.
overlapping.

Chips left in bore. Flush prior to burnishing.

2. SIZE

A. Too small or Incorrect stock Adjust cutting tool
large after allowance. (presize) and Roll-a-Finish tool.
burnishing.

B. Bell mouth Premachining problem Check before burnishing.
or taper.

Misalignment. Correct or use floating holder.

Tool runout. Indicate mandrel-repair.

Part has thin wall, Support by fixture or 
irregular geometry, consider Bearingizing.
or no support.

3. (MISC.)

A. Rolls hit Misalignment. Correct alignment.
on entry.

Chamfer part-if possible.

Too much roll Retain with O’Ring or 
projection. similar device if a short bore.

Use smaller cage, if 
interchangeable. Or, select 
a tool with your part size on the 
higher end of the adjustment 
range.

B. Can’t burnish Tool too short. Use R-style or consider 
entire length special tool.
of bore.

Mandrel hits bottom Grind mandrel tip off,
of bore or fixture. use larger tool size, or

consider special tool.
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Roller  burnishing

Special applications & tool designs
sp

ec
ia

ls Internal taper External taper Flat surface

Spherical surface Contour Fillet

Combination ID &
flat surface

Multi-diameters Combination ID & OD

In addition to our line of standard

Roll-A-Finish® tools for IDs and ODs, Cogsdill

offers solutions for burnishing virtually any

part configuration.
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Send us a part

print or detailed

sketch and request

a quotation.
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Air-actuated compensating tool

Expander tool

Internal taper tool

Flat surface tool

In 1993 Cogsdill Tool Products
acquired The Madison Microller®
Product Line.With the combined
experience of over a century of
designing and manufacturing
burnishing tools and machines,
Cogsdill is unquestionably the
world leader in special burnishing
tool designs and applications
engineering.

A few examples of our thousands
of special tool designs are shown
below:

Where part size varies and surface
finish is the primary requirement,
expanders, contractors, and
compensating tools produce
consistently excellent surface
finishes.

Roller  burnishing

Special applications & tool designs



CUSTOMER__________________________________________________________ DATE____________________________

ADDRESS_____________________________________________________________________________________________

CITY______________________________________________ STATE____________________ ZIP_____________________

CONTACT______________________________________________ TELEPHONE___________________________________ 

FAX___________________________________________  E-MAIL ADDRESS_______________________________________

TITLE________________________________________________________________________________________________

SALES AGENT_______________________________________ SALESMAN________________________________________

CUSTOMER’S PART____________________________________________________________________________________

PRINTS INCLUDED   YES______   NO_______   LATER_______

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE     SIZE_______  FINISH_______  OTHER_____________________________________________

THROUGH-HOLE OR BLIND BORE? _______________________________________________________________________

FINISH DIAMETER(S)________________________________ TOLERANCE(S)_____________________________________

SURFACE FINISH REQUIRED______________ in Ra

WHAT IS THE OPERATION PRIOR TO BURNISHING?________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

PRESIZE(S)_________________________________ TOLERANCE(S)_____________________________________________

PREFINISH________________________________ in Ra

LENGTH OF BURNISH________________________ MATERIAL________________________________________________

MATERIAL CONDITION (HARDNESS OR TENSILE STRENGTH)________________________________________________

TYPE OF MACHINE TO BE USED_____________________ TYPE SHANK________________________________________

EXTERNAL OR INTERNAL COOLANT?  ___________________________________________________________________

IS THE TOOL TO BE RUN HORIZONTALLY OR VERTICALLY? ________________________________________________

AUTOMATIC TOOL CHANGER?  YES _____ NO _____

WEIGHT RESTRICTION ______________________________

TOOL LENGTH RESTRICTION ________________________

ARE THERE RESTRICTIONS ON DIAMETER OR LENGTH?  (FIXTURE INTERFERENCE,SHOULDER,GROOVE,KEYWAY,ETC.)
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

PRODUCTION REQUIREMENT___________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS_______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

COGSDILL TOOL
procucts, inc.

Fax or mail to:
FAX (803) 438-5263
Cogsdill Tool Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 7007
Camden, SC 29020
ATTN: CUSTOMER SERVICE 

IMPORTANT
PART PRINT OR 

DETAILED SKETCH
MUST BE SUPPLIED.

PLEASE
PHOTOCOPY
& COMPLETE
THIS FORM &
ENCLOSE
WITH YOUR
ORDER OR
REQUEST FOR
QUOTATION.
THE DATA
WILL BE USED
TO ENSURE
THAT THE
CORRECT
TOOL IS
FURNISHED
FOR YOUR
PARTICULAR
APPLICATION.

Application data sheet
Roller burnishing tools


